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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a linear transformation on a discrete vector space V over a discrete field 
k. We examine, from a constructive point of view, the question of when the 
independence of I, A,. . . , A”- 1 implies that there exists x E V such that 
x, Ax,..., A”- ‘x are independent. A new omniscience principle is intrcduced to show 
that such x cannot necessarily be found even when V is finitely generated and 
discrete. 
- ..-.- . . . . . . . . I --. 
1. INTRQDUCTION 
A classical theorem [4, Theorem 1, p. 3851 states that if A is a linear 
transformation on a vector space V of dimension n, then the minimal 
polynomial of A has degree n if and only if V is cyclic, that is, there exists 
x E V such that the vectors x, Ax,. . . , An- rx span V (or, equivalently, are 
linearly independent). More generally, the following two statements are true 
for any positive integer n and any linear transformation A on a vector space 
V (not necessarily of dimension n): 
(1) If l,A,A2 ,..., A”-’ are linearly independent, hen there exists x E V 
such that x, Ax, A%, . . . , A”-& are linearly independent. 
(2) If for each x E V there is a nonzero polynomial p of degree less than 
n such that p( A)x = 0, then there is one such polynomial that works for all 
x E v. 
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Classically, (I) and (2) are contrapositives, o they are essentially the same. 
From a constructive point of view, however, they are quite different: in (1) 
we must construct a vector, in (2) a polynomial. In fact we will prove (2) for 
a finitely generated iscrete vector space V, and give a Brouwerian coun- 
terexample to (1) in the same setting. By a &C&G set, we mean one in 
which the equality relation is decidable. The constructive distinction between 
a finitely generated vector space and a finite-dimensional vector space is 
much like the classical distinction between a finitely generated module and a 
finitely presented module: we need not be able to find a finite set that 
generates the relations. 
A Brouuierian counterexample to a theorem is a derivation of an omni- 
science principle from that theorem. An ormzticknce principle is, roughly, a 
classically trivial statement that no one believes has a constructive proof. For 
example, the omniscience principle LPO (limited principle of omniscience 
[l]) says that every binary sequence ither consists entirely of O’s, or contains 
a 1. One reason no one believes that this principle has a constructive proof 
comes from considering the binary sequence { ~1 }i < o. associated with the 
nth Turing machine T,, where Q r = 1 if and only if T, halts after i steps. As 
there is no recursive procedure that will determine, given n, whether T,, will 
halt, any procedure that demonstrated LPO on these binary sequences would 
have to be nonrecursive, violating Church’s thesis that all computable func- 
tions are recursive. 
2. PROOF OF (2) 
There is no hope of proving (2) for a general discrete vector space, 
because we have no way of examining enough vectors x to use the hypothesis 
effectively. For example, consider a vector space V with a countably infinite 
basis eo, e,, e,,. . . over the rational numbers. Define A by setting Ae, = itz,e,, 
where { a1} is a binary sequence with at most one 1. The desired polynomial 
p(X) is either X, or X(X - i) for some i. But if we always could decide 
which of these alternatkcs held, we could prove LPO. So we will consider 
only finitely generated vector spaces. 
We start with a lemma which is a little less trivial than it appears, because 
we cannot necessariiy factor polynomials into primes over an arbitrary 
discrete field. This difficulty was first observed by van der Waerden in [7]; 
for details see [6, Chapter VII]. 
LEMMA 1. Let f and g be nonzmo polynonniaks with coejj%ients in Q 
discrete field k. Then there exist relatively prime polynomials a and b such 
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so ab is the least common multiple off and g. 
Proof. If we could factor f and g into primes, then, letting p,,(f) = 
max{ n: p” 1 f}, we could take 
But we may not be able to factor into primes over k, so we must get by with 
just the Euclidean algorithm. First construct d = gcd(f, g), and write f = aid 
and g = b,d. Note that a1 and bl are relatively prime. Let d,= 
gcd(ufqd,d), and set a = a,d, and b= b,d/d,. The only problem is to 
show that Q and b are relatively prime. 
As Q divides a power of a,, it suffices to show that ui and b are 
relatively prime. As a 1 and b, are relatively prime, it suffices to show that a 1 
is relatively prime to d/d,. The degrees of the polynomials 
gcd(a,,d), gcd(a~,d),..., gCd(apgd,d) 
are increasing, and at most deg d. If the first has degree 0, then a r is 
relatively prime to d, hence to d I’d 1’ If the last has degree deg d, than 
dl=d,so a, isrelativelyprimeto d/d,. Othewisegcd(a\,d)= gcd(a:+‘,rl) 
for some i < deg d, SCI a1 is relatively prime to d/gcd(a\, d), and hence &I 
d/d,* 
To see that ab is the least common multiple of f and g, note that since a 
and b are relatively prime, any common multiple of a and b is a multiple 
of ab. 
If A is a fixed linear transformation on a vector space V over a discrete 
field k, and x E V, then the minimum annihilating polynomial p, of x is the 
manic polynomial of minimum degree such that p,(A)% = 0. The division 
algorithm shows that p, divides any polynomial 9 such that q(A)% = 0. We 
may not be able to compute p, in general, but if V has finite dimension , 
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then Gaussian elimination on the vectors x, Ax, A%, . . . , A% will construct it 
for us. 
The following proves (1) and (2) for finitedimensional spaces. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a linear transformation on a finitely generated 
vector space V over a discrete field k. Suppose fi each x E V we can 
compute the minimum annihilating polynomial px. Then there exists z E V 
such that pz( A) = 0, so (1) and (2) hold. 
Proof. We shall show that, given x and y in V, we can find z in V such 
that p, is the least common multiple of p, and p#. By repeated application 
we can then construct z so that pz is the least common multiple of the 
polynomials px as x ranges over a generating set for V, so p,(A) = 0. Under 
the hypothesis of (l), the elements z, AZ, A%, . . . , A”-% are linearly inde- 
pendent. Under the hypothesis of (2), the polynomial p, has degree less 
than n. 
Given x and y, construct relatively prime polynomials a and b, by 
Lemma 1, such that a 1 p,, and b 1 p,,, and ab is the least common multiple of 
p, and pg. Let x’=(p,/a)(A)x and y’=(p,/b)(A)y, and set x=x’+ y’. 
Clearly pxa = a and pqI = b. Suppose 9( A)x = 0. Then b( A)9( A)%‘= 0, so 
9 1 bq, whence a 19. Similarly b 19, so ab 19. Thus pz = ab. 
We say that a discrete field is factorial if each nonconstant pol;nomial 
with coefficients in k can be written as a product of irreducible polynomials. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a linear transform&ion on a finitely generated 
discrete vector space V over a discrete field k. If V is jZnite&nensional, or if 
k is factorial, then (1) and (2) hold. 
Proof. It suffices, by Theorem 2, to show that we can construct he 
minimum annihilating polynomial p, for each x E V. If V has finite dimen- 
sion m, then Gaussian elimination on the vectors x, Ax, A%, . . . , A*x does it. 
Suppose k is factorial. If V is generated by m elements, then for each x in V 
we can construct a manic polynomial p of degree at most m such that 
p(A)x = 0. As k is factorial, we can construct he finite number of monk 
factors of p, and px is the one of smallest degree such that p,(A)x = 0. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a linear transfmation on a finitely generated 
discretc vector space V over a discrete Jie2d k. Then (2) ho2d.s. 
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Proof. Let + map k” onto V, and proceed by induction on m, the 
number of generators of V. We may lift A to a linear transformation T on 
km. By Corollary 3 we can find w E km such that p,(T) = 0. Let z = $(w), 
and let 9 be a polynomial of degree less than n such that q(A)& = 0. If 
deg p, > n, then q(2’)t.u is a nonzero element of the kernel of 9, giving us a 
dependence relation among the generators of V, and we are done, by 
induction on m. Otherwise p, is the desired polynomial p. 
3. SOME NEW OMNISCIENCE PRINCIPLES 
We introduce a sequence of successively weaker omniscience principles 
LLPO,, for n = 2,3... and n = co. The first, LLPOs, is Bishop’s omniscience 
principle I&PO, 12, p. 221; this principle had previously been considered by 
L. E. J. Brouwer [3, p. 61, using different erminology. 
~mt* Let {wm<n be a partition of the natural numbers into 
disjoint nonempty subsets, where n is a positive integer or 00. For each 
binary sequence { a i } with at most one 1, there exists m < n such that ai = 0 
for each i E P,,. 
Exercise: Show that the word “nonempty” may be deleted from the 
definition. 
Why is LLPO, an omniscience principle? Intuitively, we cannot necessar- 
ily determine m by examining afinite number of terms in the sequence ( 9 i }. 
More formally, we show that LLPO, is false in a recursive context. 
THEOREM 5. I& {P,},‘,, be a partition of the natural numbm into 
infinite subsets o that the set {(i, n) : i E Pn } is 9wmsiue. Then there is a 
total mumiue fin&ion a;, of the two variables i and j, such that 
(i) ~eachithereisatnzostonejsuchthatjsuc::!2+Jj#O; 
(ii) there is no total mumiue@acthm f such that a\ = 0 fiw all j in Pfct,. 
Pmf. We shall construct {a;), satisfying (i), such that if f is any total 
recursive function, then there exist t and j such that j E Pflr, and ai # 0. 
Let +,, be the partid recursive function computed by the nth Turihg 
machine. Let a; + 0 if and only if j is the least integer in P, such that 
+,(i) = n in at most j steps. There exists a total recursive function g, by the 
s-m-n Theorem [S, 3.1.21, s&h that &(,,(k) = f(i) for all i and k. By the 
recursion theorem [S, 3.4.11, there exists i, such that +stlO) =+iid Therefore 
$+,(ie) = flie), so there exists j E PAto, such that afP + 0. 
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4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO (1) 
Because of Corollary 3, if we want a counterexample to (l), for k discrete 
and V finitely generated iscrete, we cannot choose k to be factorial. So we 
take k = U$_oQ[ian], where Q is the field of rational numbers, i2 = - 1, and 
aQ,a,,02,... is a binary sequence with at most one 1. We cannot show that k 
is factorial, because to factor X2 + 1 into irreducible polynomials over k, we 
must find n such that an = 1, or show that a,, = 0 for all n; but this would 
establish LPO. 
Let V be the vector space Q4 over the field of rational mmrbers Q, and 
let A be the linear transformation from V to V with matrix 
I -10 1 0 0 -1 00 1 0 I . 
Note that A2 = - I, and that Q[ A] is a ring that is isomorphic to the field of 
Gaussian numbers Q[i]. Moreover, V is a two-dimensional vector space over 
Q[A], with basis (l,O,O,O) and (O,O,l,O). 
Let PO, PI, P2, . . . be a partition of the natural numbers into disjoint 
nonempty subsets. As V is twodimensional over Q[A], we can construct an 
infinite sequence o,, ur, u2,. . . of nonzero elements of V, such that for all i, j, 
and m 
(ii) V=UgcQ[A]Ui, 
(iii) if i, j E Pm, then Z)zi = ~2i and u2i+ r= ~2j+p 
To define a k-vector-space structure on V, we must define multiplication by i 
G[2] 
= 1 for some (unique) n. As uZn and uZn+r form a basis for V over 
, we can set ix = Ax if x E Q[ A] uZn, and set ix = - Ax if x E 
b4lu2n+1- 
The only possible eigenvalues of A are i and - i, and i E k only if we 
h.ave n such that an z 0, in which case u2,, + Use+ 1 is not an eigenvector; so 
Z and A are linearly independent transformations on the k-vector space V. 
Suppose we could always find nonzero x E V that was not an eigenvector 
over k. Then by (ii) we could find n such that u2,, or 9jZn+r was not an 
eigenvector over k. For the m such that n E Pm, we have ai = 0 for all 
i E Pn,, establishing LLPO,. 
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This counterexample refers to LLPO,. By using a finite field instead of 
Q, we can get a counterexample that refers to LLPO, for some finite n. In 
fact, taking k to lie between the twmlement field and the fourelement field, 
and A2 + A + I = 0, we get an example that refers to LLPO* 
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